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MAKE UP AND USE OF THIS MANUAL

Definitions:

Terminal PerformaneePbjectives -
or skill you want the learner demonstrate at the end of a particular unit or section.
They are written in gross. cxerall terms.

5 referring to 41 behavior, knowledge,

Intermediate Performance Ol*Ltives - are sub=fuucrioiis of te ninal objectives
referring to a behavior, knowledge or skill you want the learner to demonstrate along
the way towards mastery of the terminal objectives. They are written in specific terms.

Criterion Evaluation = are the actual tests of evaluation exactl y as it will be presented
the learner to see if he has met the objectives.

Method Media Analysis - specifically refers to personnel resources, tools, vehicles,
software, and hardware - the physical hows for imp ementing the methods or ways of
curriculum implementation. (Each media center is different in the materials available
to assist the instructor in lecturing and demonstrating. Therefore, the individual
instructor must research the school's media center for the appropriate materials to
be used.)

Levels of Performance - The levels of performance (how well it must be done) given
in this manual have been arrived at by the authors through past experiences and by
consultation with other Industrial Arts teachers in Duval County. These levels are subject
to change after try out. They arc written as average levels of attainment that all students
should achieve. This by no means limits the instructor, who can teach as far above the
level as possible.

These objectives are minimal -The objectives in this manual represent the basic
"need to know" knowledge and skills that should be attainable by any student that
meets the prerequisites of the courses.

Course Prerc uisites The prerequisites for these courses may need revision. For
example, if your course calls for a certain skills in reading ability and you are getting
students below this ability that cannot perform up the course standards, then a
prerequisite of "must be able to read at the level" may be needed.



INTRODUCTION

This manual of Performance Objectivea has been re-written and revised from
the original manual introduced for the 19724973 school year. A pre and post
examination has been added to test the level of attainment of each learner before
any instruction and to be used again at the completion of the course as a final
examination. It also includes Learning Steps, Criterion 'Evaluation and Methods-
Media Sections.

Your own teaching methods and equipment may change the chronological
order in which the objectives are here-in presented. Also, it is not necessary to
use a specific objective as written as each may be altered to fit your own
particular situation. It should be your responsibility to cover the material given
so as to insure course content and uniformity of instruction throughout the
system.

The Media of instruction for each Intermediate Performance Objective
should be from the State of Florida Adopted Textbook listings and your should
select those to which you have access. Any additional materials should be used
at your own discretion.

In revising this edition from its original form, an attempt has been made to
eliminate as much of the mechanics of teaching as possible. Employ your own
methods and use the equipment you have available. The emphasis is placed on
learning the core of each particular area and not on how it should be tau ht.
This manual is not intended to dictate nor limit your program but should be
used as a guide for the course for which it is intended.

The Time Requirements section of each Learning Step has been omitted
so that you can make your own entries for future reference.

Lowell T. Hudson
Supervisor of Industrial Arts
Duval County School Board



AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

Manu u r n g

LO Classification of

2.0 Layout

3.0 Cutting

4.0 Drilling

5.0 Forming

6.0 Finishing

7.0 Fastening

8.0 Quility Control

9.0 Mass Production

10.0 Occupations
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TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
cau-EcTra NO. 1.0

ERICAN_ INDUSTRY

(MANUFACTURING)

Classification etals
The learner will, in writing, define the basic terms of metal classification, and visually identify six (6)

commonly used metals with 75% proficiency.

NO.

1.1

1.2

E3

INTERMEDIATE
PKRFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The learner will define in writMg
the following terms:
1. ferrous
2. non-ferrous
3. alloy

The learner will visually identify
six (6) corrmonly used metals
of the manufacturing industry.

1. steel (tooling)
2. cast iron
3. aluminum
4. copper
5. lead
6. steel (mild)

The learner will, usfrig a bar
magnetic, separate given metal
samples into two (2) groups.

Ferrous
Non-ferrous

NO.

.1

1.2

1.3

CRITERION MEASURES

Define, in writing, the following terms.

Visually ident. y the six 6 displayed.

Using the bar magnetic, separate the metal sample
given you into two (2) groups.



TF22.IINAL PCFORNCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 1.0

E AMERICAN INDUSTRY

(MANUFACTURING)

(Cont.)

ass' ica 'on f M_

NO.

L4

INTO/UM/DUE
PKRFORMA10E OBJECTIVES

Given several pieces of steel,
the learner will conduct a spark
test on a ahtding wheel to
determine carbon content.

Spark Pat

carbon Stee

NO ON

High carbon S el

L4.1 After a demonstration by the instructor of the
operation of the grinder, conduct a spark test on
several pieces of steel to visually determine the
carbon content of each.

M-3



FUNCTIONAL PERFORMkNCE ANALYSIS

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1.0 INTERIM PERFORMANCE OBJECT IV1.11 ( L

M. LEARari:ULES_ NO.

CRITEION PRFORMANCE

EVALUATION Noponse) NO. METHOD/MEDIA SELECTION

THE

REQ.

11 Recognize terms, 11,1 Select and underlthe terms of metal

classification.

1.1,1 Textbook

Chalkboard

12 Define terms 11:2 Write response. L1.2 Textbook

Demonstration

Simples

.2.1 Inspect metal samples 1.2.1 Identify metal samples. L21 Six (6) metal samples

.2.2

.2.3

Identify and separate metal

samples by color,

Name metal samples.

12,2

1.2:3

Visually compee color of metal

samples with chart.

Record results.

1,2.2

L2.3

Color chart

Chalkbord

:3:1 red the magnetic properties

of the nptal baT,

1 1 Identify ferrous (low) metal from

metal samples with the use of a bar

magnet.

131 Bar Magnet

Metal Samples

3.2 Separate metals into two (2) 1.3,2 Record results in writing of above 13.9 Record sheet

11
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FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS ,

MINA PERFORIOCE OBJECTIVE 1.0 INTERL11 PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1.4

NO. LEARNING STEPS NO.

CRITRION WORMLNCE

EVAIIJATION (Response) O. METHOD MIA SELECTION

TIE
RE

.

.4.1 Observe safe operation of grinder. 1.4.1 Safe operation of Onder. 1 4 1 Demonstration

.42 Apply metal sample to grinding

Wiled

1.4.2 Visually observe sparks from grind-

ing wheel.

1.4.2 Grinder

Safety Glasses

Metal Sample

.4.3 Separate met4 by eatagory. 1.4,3 Record in writing results and identify

metals with obtained information,

1,4 Metal Sample

Textbook

....

,



COURSE AMERICAN INDUSTRY

TEMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJKITIVE NO. 2.0

MANUFACTURING)

Layout

The learner will, given a templal , transfer the pattern onto sheet metal using the s.ribe within 1/16 inch,

with a proficiency of 80%.

NO.

2.1

2.2

INTERMEDIATE
PKREORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEA.SURES

The le,ELrner will orally identify
the hand tools required to make
a sheet metal layout.
1. template
2. scratch awl
3. ruler

Using the scratch awl, the
learner will transfer a layout
from the template to sheet
metal.

2.1

2.2

Identify orally the hand tools used to lay out
sheet metal.

Using a scratch awl and ruler, transfer the out to
the sheet metal.



FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE AIALYSIS

TEMINAL PEUORMILITE OBJECTIVE 2 0_
PERFORMNCE OBJECTIVE 12.1) J2)

NO, LEARNING_ SWVALMION_

211

CRITRION PRYORIME

Res onse

Recopize hand tools,

,

N . METHOD/MA SRECTION

Tllfr
RE

11 Recall hand tool identification.

.

21,1 Lecture

Textbook

Hand Tools

1.2

21

Identify hand tools by name and

function,

Recall correct use of hand tools to

transfer layout,

21.2

221

Orally identify hand tools and give

function of each,

Correctly use hand tools to transfer

layout.

212

2.2,1

Hand Tools

Demonstration

Lecture

Hand Tools

Sheet Metal

li2 Transfer layout to sheet metal, 22.2 Completed sheet meW layout. 2 2,2 Hand Tools

Sleet Metal

Template

,

16



TERMINAL PERYORMANCE
OBJECT TvE NO. 3.0

COURSE AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

MANUFACTURING)

Cu ing

The learner will orally identify the hand tools required to cut metal and will use the appropriate tools

to cut out his sheet tal patte n with a 75% proficiency,

NO.

3.1

3.2

3.3

INCNIATE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The learner will orally identify
the hand tools required to cut
sheet me

snips
2) aviation snips
3) abrasive material
4) file

The learner will use the appro-
priate sheet metal snips to cut
out his sheet metal part.

Using a file and abrasive
matelial, the learner will remove
all burrs and sharp edges from
his product.

NO CRITERION MEASURES

.2.1

.3.1

17

From a display, orally identify the hand tools required
to cut sheet metal.

Using the appropriate sheet metal snips, cut a sheet
metal part.

Using a file and abrasive material, re
and sharp edges from the sheet part

ove all burrs

M-8



TERMINAI PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

3 0 INTERIM PERFOKNCE OBJECTIVE Ai

NO, LEARNING STEPS _NO1

CRITRION PTORWICE

EVALUATIOIERIs . METHOD/MED1A SELECTION

TINE

REQ

311 Observe hand tool demonstration 311 Recall correct use of hand tools, 3,1.1 Hand Tool display

Demonstration

Film

Lecture

Textbook

,12

2.1

Identify tools by name and

give function of each,

Recall the appropriate hand tool to

perform the cutting operation,

312

3,2,1

Orally identify hand tools and give

function of each,

Identify the correct tool to perform

the cutting operation.

312

321

Display

Lecture

Hand tool display

Demonstration

Lecture

Textbook

,2.2 Perform the cutting operaiion. 312 Cut sheet metal pattern with

appropriate sheet metal.

3.2 2 Hand Tool Display

Lecture

Textbook

Demonstration

.

19
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TEIMINAL PERFOME OBJECTIVE 3M

FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE MAIYSIS

CRITERION PMFORMANCE

LEARNING STEPS NO, 1PLUATION onse

lull the appropriate tools and

materials to remove burrs and

sharp edges.

Reoll the deburring operation

using the file,

listhg an abrasive cloth, remove

sharp edges of sheet metal.

3,3.1

3.3,2

3,

INTERT PERTORMARE OBJECTIVE 3

Select the correct tools and materials

to remove burrs and sharp edges.

Deburr edges of sheet metal.

Remove sharp edges of sheq

NO. METHOD/MEDIA SELECTION

3.3.2

3.3.3

Hand Tools

Demonstration

Lecture

File

Abrasive cloth



COURSE ANIZIg_ALT JEDUSTRIFS

TEIMINAL PEREORKkNCE
OBJEcTrvE NO. 4.0

MANUFACTURING)

D ri Iii n

The learner will orally identify the tools necessary to locate and drill holes in Sheet Metals and

perform the hole drilling operation with 80% profic encv.

4.1

4.2

I LATE
PERIORILAIICE OBJECTIVES

The student will orally identify
the tools used to locate and drill
hole in sheet metal.

1. center punch
2. hammer
3. hand drill
4. electric thill motor
5. twist drill bit

After an instruction demonstra-
tion the learner will use a center
punch, hammer and electric
hand drill or drill press to locate
and &ill all holes in his sheet
metal product.

NO

4,1.1

4.1.1

CRITERION 14EASURES

Identify the displayed tools needed to located and drill
holes in your sheet metal.

Locate and drill all holes in your sheet metal product.

M11



FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE ARALYSIS

TERMINkl PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

CRIT7IuN PERFORMANCE

NO. LEARNING STEPS__

4.1,1

4.1.2

4.21

4.2,2

Recall hand tools used to drill holes.

Identify tools by name and function.

Recall proper operation of tools used

to drill and den= holes.

Perform the drilling and dehurring

4.1.1

4.1.2

4.2.1

4:2.2

El/ALVATIONIts

INTERIM PEVORMANCE OBJECTIVE (4.1)-- (4,2)

,,

Select hand tools ald eqtdpment used

to drill holes.

Orally identify haad tools and give

function of each.

Orally review method of operation of

tools used to ddll and deburr holes,

XI and dthirr holes in parts,

4.1,1

412

4.2.1

4.2.2

METHOD/MEDIA SELECTION REQ

Hand Tools

Center Punch

Hammer

Hand Drill

Electric Drill

Twist Drill Bit

Hand Drill

Electric Drill

Twist Drill Bits

Chuck Key

File

Metal Parts

Electric r rill Motor

Twist 1kill Bits

Hand Drill

24



TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.

A _ERICAN INDUSTRIES

Formin

The leaner will orally identify and properly use the appropriate equipnent to form a three dimensional

sheet meta product with a proficiency of 80%.

NO

5.1

5.2

5.4

INTERMEDIATE
!P4NCE OBJECTIVES
The learner will orally identify
the equipment used to form a
sheet metal product.

1. bax fold
2. Box Pan Brake
3. sheet metal stakes
4_ mallet
5. hand seamer

'Using the bar fold or hand
seamer, the learner will hem all
exposed edges on his sheet metal
product.

Using the box and pan brake,
form the ends and sides of sheet
metal.

The learner will set all bends
using a mallet and sheet metal
stakes.

NO,

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

CRITIVitION MEASUR'dS

Orally identify the equipment used to form- a sheet
metal assembly.

Hem aall exposed edges of your sheet metal product
using the bar fold or hand seamen

Form the ends and sides of the sheet metal material.

Set bends on sheet metal mallet and sheet metal slakes.

M13



FUNCTIONAI PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

TERMINAL PERFORMINCE OBJECTIVE 5,0_ INTERIM PERFOROCE OBJECTIVE 15.1) -

NO4 1,EARNING STEPS O.

CRITERION PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION Res ione:3 NO, METBONMEDLA SE1ECTION

TD41

REQ

11 Recall sheet metal forming tools. 511 Orally recall the names of sheet metal

forming tools and equipment.

5.1,1 Display

Equipment

Textbook

Demonstration
,

.1.2

.2.1

Identify sheet metal forming

tools,

Recall appropriate equipment ot

to hem sheet metal.

512

5.2i

lEntify orally sheet metal forming

tools.

Identify and give function of Bar

Fold.

512

5.2.1

Equipment

Demonstration

Demonstration

Equipment

Textbook

.2.2 Use appropriate equipment to hem

edges of sheet metal product.

5.2.2 Correctly hem edges of sheet metal. 5,2.2 Equipment

Demonstration

Textbook

27
F i
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FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

TOINAI PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE SM INTERIM PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1L3) = (5.41

NO, LEARNING STEPS N ,

CRITERION PERFORIOCE

EVILUATION (Respons NO1 METEOD/MEDIA SELECTION

TIM

RE

:3:1 Recall equipment used to form

sheet metal

5.31 Identify orally equipment by name

and function.

5.3:1 Equipment

Box arid Pan Brake

,.3.2 Recall end formfrigof sheet metal. 5.3.2 Form Pnds of sheet metal. 5.3.2 Sheet Metal

Product

Recall side forming of metal. 5.13 Form sides of sheet metaL 5,33 Sheet Metal

Product

11 kali the safe use of a mallet and

and sheet metal stakes to set bends

in sheet metal

5.4.1 Identify sheet metal stakes by name

and function.

5.4,1 Mallet

Sheet metai stakes

.4.2 Recall proper bending of sheet

metal

5.4.2 Physically set sheet metal bends. 5,4.2 Sheet metal product,

29

1-1
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CO _ E EELLAit_anoi44§§_

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 6.0

MANUFACTURIMG

Finishin
The learner will identify, in writing with 60% proficiency, three (3) finishing methods and will prepare

the stuface and apply the proper fin sh to a sheet metal project.

6.1

6.2

INTERMMIATE
PPOR1fANCE OBJECT NO. IT

The learner will identify three
(3) finishing methods.

The leuner will prepare the
surface and apply a finish to
sheet metal using one of the
finishing methods given in 6.1 .

6.2

ION IMASURES

Match the three (3) kinds of finishing samples with the
correct corresponding description.

Coating Sample B A. Finishing by -cutting-
of material from the
surface.

Removal
Sample A B. Applying a layer of

material to the surface:

Displacement
Sample C C. linishing by moving sur-

face material to a different
position to form a new
appearance or texture.

Prepare the surface of your sheet metal and select and
apply -- the proper finish.

M-16



FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE AkALYSIS

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE _u Inapt PFIGORMANCE OBJECTIVh (64-

N-; LEARNING STEPS _N.

CRITERION PERFORMANCE

EvAtiATIoNNsmse) N . METHOD/MEDIA SELECTION

TIM

REQ

;.1.1 Recall finishing processes. 611 Orally state finishing processes. 611 Textbook

Lecture

Sample Finishes

12

,11

.12

1

Identify three (3) kinds of finishing

processes.

Recall correct procedure for applying

finish,

Finish product with one type of

finish procedure spe'lfiu l..! by instruc-

tor,

612

6.21

6.2.2

Match the description of finishes with

samples of finishes,

Orally state the correct finishing

procedure.

Correct applica ion of finish specified

by instructor,

612

6,21

6.2,2

Sample Finishes

Dmonstrations

Sheet Metal Product

Emery cloth, steel wool

Spray or Bnish Paint

32
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TESMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 7.0

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

MANUFACTURING

Fastening
With 60% proficiency, the learner will, in writing, ident fy three catagories of fastening and three (3)

metal fasteners d will demonstrate his abil ty to fasten metals.

NO.
INTERMEDIATE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES ON

7.1

7.2

7.3

The learner will identify, in writ-
ing, three (3) methods of metal
fastening:

1. mechanical
2. adhesive
3. cohesive

The learner will, in writing,
identify three mechanical
fasteners:

1. rivet
2. bolt & nuts
3. screws

7.1.1

7.2.1

Demonstrate the ability to fas en 7.3.1
by mechanical and adhesive
means.

Identify, in writing, three (3) _ethods of metal
fastening.

Correctly identify in writing three (3) mechanical
fasteners.

Assemble your product using a selected mechanical
fastener and adhesive fasteners.

M-18



FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

IERIINAL PERYORIME OBJECTIVE 7.0 INTERDI PETORMANCE OBJECTIVE971) (7.2)

NO4 LEARNING STEPS N-

CRITERION FEIFORKANCE

EVALUATION Res onse No.. METIIOD/1,M SELECTION

T11.1

REQ

I,1 Recall catagories of fastening. 711 Identify orally the catagories of fasten.

ing.

7,1.1 Lecture

Demonstration

Samples of fastening

,1,2 Identify three (3) catagories of

fasteners.

712 List in iting the three (3) catagories

of fastening.

7,1,2 Textbook

.2,1 Recall three (3) mechanical fasteners. 7,21 Identify orally three (3) mechanical

fasteners:

7,21 Lecture

Samples

Textbook

Display

.2.2 Identify three (3) reechnical

fasteners by name,

7,2.2 In writing, identify three (3) mechanic

cal fasteners:

7.2,2 Display of Mechanical Fasteners

5

31
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FiNCTIONAL PERFORKANCE ANALYSIS

TER1IINA1 PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 7.0 INTERN PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 7,

NO

7.3.1

7.3.2

LEARNING STEPS

Recall uses of mechanical fasteners.

Assemble product with one type of

mechanical fastener,

7.3.1

7,3.2

CRITERION PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION tte. onse N

Crally indicate kere rrechanical 7,3,1

fasteners can be used to assemble

product,

Correct amembly of product using

mechanical fasteners.

73.2

METHOD/MINA SELECTION

Product Parts

Sample Fasteners

Sheet Metal Product

Mechanical Fastener

listener Tools

TYE

REQ

37



TERMINAL PITISORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 8.0

_RICAN I D STRIES

MANUFACTURING

uality Control
The learner will identify, with 60% prof7ciency, t ie correct meaning of terms used in inspection and

quality control and will perform a self evaluation of a manufactured product.

INTERNE-JUTE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

8.1

8.2

NO. T ION I

The learner will define the
correctmeasuring for the follow
ing terms:

1. precision

2. inspection

3' quality control

The leazner will evaluate, in
writing, the qualities of his con-
stnicted product based on:

1. cutting

2. forming

3. fastening

4. finishing

5. workmanship

8.1.1 Match the Description to the correct term, in writing.

Very accurate or exact.
1. precision

2. inspection

3. quality control

to set and keep standards
for materials and products

looking at or measuring
materials and products to
see if they meet the
standards.

8.2.1 Evaluate your product and record the results using the
five (5) standards of quality listed below:

3 8

1. cutting

2. forming

3. fastening

4. finishing

5. worknnnship

M-21



FUNCTIONAL PERFOITANCE ANALYSIS

TERMINAL PER1ORMANCE OBJECTIVE 80 INTERIM PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE E.1122_

LEARNING STEPS

Recall the terms used in quality

control.

Recall the meaning of quality control

terms,

Recall standards of quality for their

product'.

1, cutting hurrs,straight

2. forming smooth and straight

3, fastenMg fully applied

tightly applied

4. finishing - smooth, uniform appli-

cation of finh - good

coverage

5, workmanship -unwarped smooth,

uniform appearance.

Correct measurement

Evaluate quality of product for

each of five standuds of quality,

N_

8.1,1

2,1

8,2,2

CRITERION PERFORMANCE

EVALUATIOLka jise

Identify correct terms.

Identify correct meanings.

Identify standards of quality.

Record your evaluation of each of

five standards of quality.

NO.

8,1,1

8,1,2

8:2.1

8.2.2

METED/MIA SELECTION

Textbook

Lecture

Textbook

Lecture

Teacher Constructed "Standard"

product scale

Size Gage

Teacher Constructed "Stadard"

product scale

Size Gage

REQ

40



TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO _9

AMERICAN lNDUSI

MANUFACTURING

M_ass Produ

The learner will, in witing vdth 80% proficiency, demonstrate his unders

methods and will participate in mass production activities.

NO.

9.1.

9.2

9.3

INTEMIIRDLATE
PERFORMANCE OBJ CTIVES

Given a list of terms, the
learner viU recognize, in writing
those that apply to mass pro-
duction:

Jig
Flow Chart

terials
Assembly Line

ocluction
ooling-Up

Economy
Quality Control
In-Process Materials
Raw Materials

Given a demonstration -of nuss
production steps, the learner
will generate a flow ch=t for
the process.

The learner will orally identify
four or nore hand and pover
tools used to fabricate a mass
produced product.

ding of miss production

9.1

9.2

9.3

CarratI9N. mgA,FRES

Underline the terms that apply directly to -s production
from the list below

!la Raw Mat ri
Activities Tooling
Ferrous Production
Flow Chart EconomyMater tualitv Control
NOTI=F- -rous F ootball
Magnetic Interview
Assembly_ Line Florida
Product In-Process Materials

Using the steps for manufacturing, draw a flow chart for
the product to be nunufactured.

Orally name four or more hand or power tools used to
fabricate a mass production product.

M-23



TERMINAL PERIOWANCE
"OBJECTIVE NO. ,tj

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING

(Cont.)

Mass Produc on

INTERMEDIATE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO. CRITERION MEASURES

9.4

9.5

Given a work station, the
learner will participate in a
mass production product.

Given experiences in custom
and mass production, the learner
will select statements appropriate
to each process.

9.4

9.5

4 2

Perform the manufacturing operations appropriate to the
work station assigned to you.

Identify statements below appropriate to custom production
and label with a C and select statements appropriate to
mass production and label with a P.

M-24



FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE ANILLYSIS

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 9.0 INTERDI PRP'ORKANCE OBJECTIVE (91) - (9.2)

NO LEARNING SEP ST NO.

CRITERION PERFORMANCE

UATION (Response) NO, MEMOD/MEDIA SELECTION

TIPSw

REQ

.1.1

.12

Identify terms used in mass pro-

duction,

Recognize terms used in mass pro-

dution.

9.11

9.12

Recall orally terms used in mass pro-

duction.

Rom a preprinted list, underline the

terns used in mass production.

9,11

9.12

Textbook

Lecture

Textbook

Lecture

.

.2.1 Observe and determine the time

requhd for each mass production step

needed to produce a simple product.

9.2.1 Record the name of step and time

required for each step.

9.2.1 Lecture

Demonstration of mass production

Steps

Tools, Fixtures

.2.2 Recogmize a flow chart. 9.2,2 Identify oraily a flow chart. 9.2.2 Flow

Textbook

.2.3 Recall the use of a flowchart as

given in a teacher's lectue.

9,2 List the steps for production of

product in a flow chart form.

9.2.3 Lectun

List of Steps frorn 9.2.1

Flow Chart Form

4 4

g
LI;

kri

.

,:. ... ,
.



FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

TEMAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 9.0 INTEUM PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE L9,31-D)-(9.5)

LEARNING STEPS

Recall hand and power tools used to

fabricata mass production product.

Identify hand power tools used in

mass production product.

Recall the appropriate operation at

work station assigned by teacher,

0

CRITERION PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION Res onse N METHOD/MEDIA SELECTION REQ

Participate in plus production product

Recall characteristics of custom

production.

Recall characteristics of mass

production.

Identify characteristics of mass

a:nd custom production,

9.31

9.3.2

9.4.1

9.4.2

9.5.1

9.5,2

9,5.3

Orally r

tools,

the hand and power

Orally identify hand tools displayed

Perform operations correctly in

run following demonstration by

instnictor.

Perform required operations at given

work stations.

Orally state characteristics of custom

production.

Orally state characteristics of mass

production.

Identify statements appropriate to

custornproduction with a P and those

appropriate to mass production with

a C (See C. M. 9.5)

9,3.1

932

9,41

9,4.2

9.5.1

9,5.2

9,5,3

Teacher Demonstration

Hand and Power Tools

Demonstration

Hand Tools

Dry Run

Demonstration by Teacher

Fixtures, Tools

RawMaterials

Lecture

Review

Sample Products

Lecture

Review

Simple Products

Lecture

Review

4 6



TERMINAL PERFORIWNCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 100

MANUFACTURING

Occu ations
The learner will research manufacturing occupations available in his conmunity and with 80% proficiency

identify, in writing, five (5) occupations relathig to manufacturing.

NO.
INTERNMIATE
PFOAZCE OBJECTIVES- NO. CRITIMION NEASURES

10.1

10.2

The learner will research occupa-
pations available in his community

The learner will define, in writing
one (1) occupational opportunity
offered in industry_

10.1

10;2

4 7

Circle an occupation in the classified s ction of a
newspaper relating to manufacturing.

Describe in writ ng the occupational opportun'ty
selected in C.M. 10.1. State the following:

1. Training requirements

2. Working conditions

3. Salary or pay expected

M-27



FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

TEEM PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE , 101 INTDf PERYORKANCE OBJECTIVE (104)110,2)

CRITERION PRIFORKANCE IDE

L EARN I NG SiZ_a.jNO.EVALUATION Re on NO._ METHOD/HEDLA _ERECTION REQ
_NO,

).1.1 Research occupations in manufac.

twig in local community,

1011 Circle advertisements in the classified

section of your local newspaper descri.

describing an opportunity in rnanu-

facturing.

10.11 Student supplied Classified Ads

Teacher Demonstration
,

Felt Tip Pens ,

1.1.2 Recall five (5) occupations in

your local community.

10.1.2 List in wfiting at least five (5) manu-

factining occupation opportunities

available in your community.

Classified Ads

1,2.1 Recognize one specific occupation

in manufacturing.

10.2,1 Select one (1) specific occupation in

manufacturing.,

10,2.1 Textbook

Newspaper

ManaIggpurces

1.2,2

,

Isearch one (1) specific occu-

pation in mazufacturing od

determine:

10.2.2 Wine in writing one (1) specific

occupation in manufacturing and give

information as to:

10.2,2 Textbooks

Newspapers

Guidance Resources

Media Center

1. general job requirements 1. training requirements

2, working conditions 2, working conditions

. salary or pay 3. salary or pay

4 9



Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

_

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

.LEARNING PACKAGE

AN1ERICAN INDUSTRIES

_MANUFACTURING

(x 4.160 level 3-C)

1.0
CLASSIFICATION CF META

(Do not write on this sheet)

Define in writing the folloving terms:

1. Ferrous

2. Non-Ferrous

3. Alloy

5 0

M-29



Performance Objective No,
Intermediate Objective No,

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNINtI PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDLSTRIES

MANUFACTURING
(x 4,160 - level 3 - C )

1.0
1.2 CLASSIFICATION OF METALS

(Do not write on this sheet)

Identify the six (6) metal samples displayed hy the teacher and write
name of sample on blackboard.

5 1
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LE IN PACKAGE

AMERICAN i'STRIES

MANUFACTURING

LO

1.3

(x 4.169 - level 2-D)

CLASSIFICATION OF NETALS

(Do not write on this sheet)

Using the magnet provided by the teacher, separate the metal samples
diplayed by the teacher into ferrous and non-ferrous classifications.

5 2



Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edjtjon date

LEA RNIN(l ACKAGE

AMERICAN INDCSTRIES

MANUFACTURING
(x 4.160 - level 3-C)
(x 4.169 - level 2-D)

1.0
CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS

1.4

(Do not write on this sheet)

After a demonstration by instnictor on the visual identification of metnls by spark
test, conduct a spark test on several pieces of steel to determine the carbon content
of each.

Record your results as follows for sample No. 1, 2, 3, etc.

Sample No.

HIGH CARBON STEEL

5 3

LOW CARBON SIM,

M-32



Perform nice Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source :if your information

Author

Edition date

Tools 1=tquired:

Stegs

LFARNIN ACKAGE

AMERICAN INDLSTRIES

MANUFACTURING

2.0
2.2

(x 4.168 - level 2-A)
(x 4.170 - level 2-C)

LAYOUT

(Do not write on this sheet)

Scratch Awl
Center Punch
12 inch Rule
Hammer
(2) Teacher Suppled Templates

Material Required

6 inch x 14 inch 26 gage sheet metal
1/4 x 1 x 5 1/2 wood or plastic

clip stock

1. Listen and observe teacher's demonstration of the use of Layout tools to
make a layout of your custom produced product.

2. When it is your turn to use the base template place it over the sheet metal
stock, align it carefully along all edges and hold it firmly in place.

3. Using the scratch awl in the way you were instructed, scratch the shape of
the notches onto the sheet metal (be careful not to let the template move).

4. While holding the base template in place, center punch the sheet metal
through the two locating holes in the template.

5. Remove the base template from the sheet metal and pass it to the next student.

6. Position a 12 inch rule with its edge aligned between the notches at A and B as
shom in the drawing. Scratch a line between the points or the 001 ,-hes at A
and B and then also between C and D.

5 I
M-33



Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

e of your information

Author

Edition date

'IN PACKAGE

AMERI(N INDLSTRI

MANUFACTURINQ___

(x 4.168 level 2-A)
(x 4.170 - level 2-C)

_2.0
2.2 AYOUT

(Cont.)

c

(Do not write on this sheet)

7. Place the clip template over the supplied plastic or wood clip stock.

8. While holding clip template in place, center punch through hole (2)in template onto plastic or wood clip.

9. Pass the clip template to the next student .

10. You have now completed the layout for your product, listen carefullyfor the teacher's next instruction.

Notes

1. Wear your safety glasses.

2. Sheet metal edges have razor shaxp burrs; be careful in handling.

3. The scratch awl is also sharp.

4. Observe laboratory rules of conduct and safety.

M34
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source o ur information

Author

Edi- ion date

LFARNING PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDLSTRIES

MANUFACTURING

(x 4.161 level 1-C)
(x 4.162 level

3.0
CUTTING

(Do no vrite on this sheet)

From a &splay, orally identify the hand tools used to cut sheet

5 9

M 7



Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNING I CKAGE

AMERICAN IN UST IES

MANUFACTURING

(x 4.161 - level 1-C)
(x 4.168 - level 2-A)

=3.0

3.2 CUTTING

(Do not write on this sheet)

Using appropriate sheet metal snips cut out the sheet
previously laid out.

Safq_y_It..es

1. Lke Safety glasses.

2. Sheet metal parts are sharp!

3. Use only files %inch have handles.

part hat you have

1. Listen to and watch teacher's demonstration on how to cut and de-burryour part.

Lhing the tin snips or aviation snips cut the notches you previously layed
out at locations labeled A B, C and 11 Aso cut the four (4) corners asrmrked.

You have now completed the cutting operations, listen carefully for theteacher's next instruction.

6 0
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARN!, Ci C K

AMF:RICAN FRIES

3_0

3_3

MANUFACTURING

(x 4.161 level 1-C)
(x 4.168 level 2-A)

CUTTING

(Do not writ cm liii

Using a file and abrasive material remove all burrs and sharp edges from the
sheet nEtal base.

Usten carfeully for your teacher's next instruction.

6 1



Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

EARNIN t; K

AMERICAN S1llE

MNNUFACTURING

4,0_

4_2

(x 4.161 - level .1-C)
(x 4.164 - leVel 2-C)

DRILLING

(Do not write on this shee
Using the appropriate tools, locate and drill two (2) holes in your sheet rretal part anddrill two 2) holes in the and deburr the holes.

Safety Notes

_atm,

1. Ile safety giasses.
2. Sheet metal parts axe sharp!
3. Secure clamp sheet natal vhen drilling.
4. Always unplug electric drill before inserting or removing drill unit.5. Always remove chuck key from the drill chuck!

Listen and watch teacher's demonstration of how to drill the sheet ebase wood or plastic clip.

2. Place the sheet netal base onto a woodscrap about the size of the base andclamp the pieces into a vise with the sheet rrttal facing you.

Unplug the electric hand drill, Insert the 1/4 inch diameter twist drill, insertinto the chuck and tighten the chuck with the chuck's key -- Removethe chiy.tke- !

Place the drill at one of the two holes centerpunched on the sheet nrtalbase and drill through using the techniques demonstrated by the teacher.Repeat operation at the other hole.

6 2
M-40



Performance Objective Nu.
Intermediate Objective No,

Source o information

Author

Edition date

. RN IN(i

N.\lERicAN INDUSTRIES

MANUFACTURI,

4.0

4.2

(x 4.161 - level 1-C)
(x 4.164 - level 2-C)

DRILLING

(Cont.)

(Do not write on this sheet)

5. The sheet metal base can now be removed and the holes de-burred by
the rrethod show to you by the teacher.

Place the plasth or wood clip into the vise with one of the centerpunched
holes pro ecting above the vise. Ltill a 1/4 inch diameter hole through
the clip, reverse the clip in the vise and drill the hole in the other end.

7. Remove the clip from the vise and de-burr the hole by the method shown
to you by the teacher.

8. Unplug the electric drill motor and remove the drill from the chuck using
the chuck key.

6 3
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source o information
Author

Edition date

I, I.: . I N ; A C N. A t; E

DUSTRIES

MANUFACTVRING
(x 41E8 - level 2-A)

5,Q

5.2 Forming

(Do not write on this sheet)

Using the inthod demonstrated by your instructor set the bar folder or handwarner at 1/4 Mch, hem all exposed edges of your sheet metal product usingthe bar folder or hand seamer.

6

M-42



iDRILL 2 PLACES
16

2/4 I

::---------___

3 4I
5

NI,

MARK WITH CHI3EL

oPENEL

Jar Opener

Material Required:

1 piece #18 gauge black iron, 4.1 x 6

Procedure:

1. Get out stock.

Lay out.

3. Cut to size,

4. Center punch for holes.

5. Drill boles.

6. File edges smooth,

7. Mark edges as shown with chisel.

8. Fold edges at 90 degree angle.

9. Finish with emery cloth and steel wool.

10. Lacquer in color,
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&VON

HOUSE MARKER

House Marker

Riferi Required;

1 piece barb' iron, ix ix 24

1 piece band iron, xi x
1 piece band iron, x 1 x 111

1 piece #24 gauge black iron, 5 x 15
3 rivets, SI, Rdi x

house numbers, as required

Procedure:

1. Get out stock and cut to

size.

2. Lay out pattern for

scroll,

; 31 Shape ends of scroll and

back piece.

4, Shape scrolls,

51 Shape arm by bending

and twisting:

, 6, Lay out the holes,

7. Center punch

and drill,

8. Assemble by

riVeting,

9. Cheek.

10. Lay out the

number pieces.

11, Cut to shape desired.

12, Lay out numbers.

13. Mark f22: holes,

14. Drill for numbers,

15, Lacquer or paint as de.

sired,

16. Rivet numbers to piece.

17. Assemble to hanger with

rings.



-PAPE OVER
ONE INCH PIPE

CUT INTO HERE

HOSE HOLDER

StIAPE OYER

IINCH ROD

Hose Holder

Material Required:

1 piece round mild steel rod, A x 14

1 piece #I8 gauge black iron, 1 x 5

I stove bolt, round head, A x

I wing nut, A

Procedure:

1: Get out stock.

2. Lay out holder (A).

3, Cut to size.

4. Drill holes.

5. Shape ends.

6. Finish.

7. Bend to shape over

pipe and with vise.

8. Cut through center, as

shown.

9. Smooth with file,

10. Get out rod for upright.

IL Heat and shape eye,

12. File end for point.

1" 13. Assemble.

14. Check.

15, Paint or finish as desired,

7



----71

LAWN GLASS HOLDERS

RIvETS,

4 PLACES

I COMPLETE

TWIST

mak' MN& midi Wiwi MOE [mak miffill OEM

Lawn Glass Holder

Material Required:

Holder (A) : 1 piece round iron rod, or f x 65

Holder (B) : 1 piece band iron, x I x 52

1 piece band iron, fxix 2f

1 piece 442 gauge black iron, 2

2 rivets, soft iron, round heads, x

Procedure:

Holder B

1. Get out stock,

2. Shape top to 3" dia.

3. Heat and bend at right

angles,

4. Lay out the bends.

5. Bend to shape,

6. Lay out the bracket

7. Bend to shape,

S. Lay out the holes.

9, Drill i" holes,

10. Assemble bracket to up-

right.

11, Rivet bracket to upright,

12. Rivet bottom to bracket;

13. Twist upright one turn,

14. Sharpen end,

15, Check holder,

16. Finish with-emery cloth.

17. Laicskr daiad 41,

Holder A

1. Cut stock to length,

2. Flatten coil end; smooth,

3, Start scroll over 3" pipe.

4. Clamp scroll to pipe,

5. Make 4 coils.

6. Remove from Pipe.

7, Stretch out coils to shape,

8. Lay out the bends,

9. Bend to shape,

10. Sharpen end.

11. Check holder; 7 2
12, Finish with emery cloth.

13; Lacquer desired color.

Oak dna awl§ NM tomb



MEMO PAD HOLDER

Material Required:

I piece ahiminum, ,051 x 41'7 x

1 piece aluminum, .051 x x 4h

2 stove bolts, R. H,, x

1 memo pad, 4 2c 6

Procedure:

L Get out stock for holder and top strip,

2. Smooth edges.

Lay out the holes.

4, Lay out the bends,

5 Drill h" holes.

6: Make- bends.

7. Polish pieces with buffer.

8. Drill or punch holes in paper pad.

9. Assemble pad, holder and top strip,



1'4),

TOWEL RACK

Towel Rack

Materiel Required:

1 piece #22 gauge black iron, 23 x 3

3 pieces #8 galvanized wire, 12i (or h round iron rod)

Procedure:

1, Lay out holder and cut to size.

2, Center punch and drill the fli" holes,

3. Bend at right angles on the dotted lines,

4. Align holes,

5. Cut to length, #8 wire 12f" long,

6. Smooth the ends with a file and round corners.

7. Bend to shape in the vise with a Lammer.

84 Smooth with emery cloth,

9. Assemble.

10, Finish with emery cloth..

1 1, Lacquer desited color,



GARDEN HOSE HOLDER

'Garden Hose Holder

Material Required:

1 piece baud iron, x 1 x 18

1 piece #16 gauge black iron, 5 x 14i

2 rivets, Si, x

Procedure:

1, Read print. 11. Drill,

2, Get out stock for bracket, 12, Shape as shown, on slip

3, Cut to size. roll.

4; Lay out the holes. 13. Run bead for reinforce-

5. Lay out the bend, ment.

6. Drill holes. 14. Assemble pieces by rivet-

. 7. Bend and shape. ing.

8. Get out 16 ga, black iron, 15. Finish with file and ern-

9. Cut to size. ery cloth,

10, Lay out the holes. 16. Paint and lacquer.



FLOWER BUD HOLDER

Flower Bud Holder

Material Requited:

1 piece aluminum, M51 x 3i dia.

1 piece aluminum, .032 x 1 x 18i

1 test tube, I dia.

1 rivet, aluminum, x

Procedure:

1, Get out stock,

2. Cut metal for base (3r circle).

3. Shape by imering or pressing.

4. Lay out tl

5. Get out St A for scroll.

6. Drill holes for test tube and rivet.

7. Peen surfaces of base and scroll piece,

S. Form to shape.

9. Rivet scroll to base,

10. Check.

11. Finish with steel wool

and polish.



Performance Objective
Intermediate Objective No.

Source or your information

Author

Edition date

I. E A NINI; PACK G E

I Dt'S'I'RI

MANUFACTURING,
(x 4168 - level 2-A)

5_0

5.3 FORMING

(Do not write on th is sheet)

1. Using the method demonstrated by your teacher and a box and pan brake fold, fold yoursheet netal base on the bend line A - B to a 900 angle to obtain the shape below:

2. Now bend along bend line C - D to obtain the shape below

3. Insert the pencil tray end of 4,he .'aase 3/4 inch into the box and pan brake and bend theedge to the shape show-i below:
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Performance Qbjttive No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNIN(; A G E

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

MANUFACTURING

(x 4.168 - level 2-A)

5.0
5.4 FORMING

(Do not write on this she

Using the method demonstrated by your teacher and a millet and sheet
stake, set all bends on your note pad holder.

You have completed the forming operations on your note pad holder,
listen carefully for the next instructions from your teacher.

M-44



Performance Objective No,
Intermodiate Objective No.

Source -f your information

Author

Edition date

NIN ; PACKAGE

.1'.IF WAN IND'

MANUFACTURING_

(x 4.168 - level 2-A)

6.0
6.1 FIN1SHNG

(Do not write on this sh

Match the three (3) samples of finishing methods displayed by the teacher with
the description of finishing methods below:

Sample Number and
Name

This finishing method envolves "cutting"
of material from the surface.

This finishing method envolves applying
a layer of material to the surface.

Finishing Nsith this method consists of
moving the surface of the material from
one location to another.



Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Editi n date

FINISHING

es

LEARNING PACKAGE

AMERIC: INL)VSTRIE S

_6.0

6.2_

MANUFACTURING

(x 4.168 - level 2-13)

FINISHING

(Do not write Jn this s

Cbserve your teacher demonstrate the cleani _g and coating processesof the product.

2. Lbing steelwool to clean metal product.

Apply a coat of paint to finished assembly.

84
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Performance Objective No_
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of s'our information

Author

Edition date

LEARNIN( 2K AGE

AMERICAN INDLSTFOES

___ANL1FACTURING
4.160 level 3-C)

FINISHING7.1

(Do not writt on this sheet)

Identify, in writing, the three (3) catagories of fastening discussed by the teacher.
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Perfort ance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your in formation

Author

Edition date

' I N PACKA(; E

ANlRlt" LSTR

MANUFACT RING
=

7.0_

7.2

(x 4.160 - level 3-C)

FASTENING

Do not, writ on t his sheet)

Identify at least three (3 ) mechanical fasteners from the samples displayed by the
teacher.

M-48



nee Objective
mediate Objective No.

tree o on

Author

Edition date

I.EARNIN G PA( KAGE

AlERICAN 1NDLSlllES

MANUFACTURING

7,0 ,

x 4.168 - level 2-D)

FASTENING

D- n vrite on this sheet)

Assemble your product by attaching the clip and pre-punched pad of paper(punched by the teacher) to the base with threaded mechanical fasteners.
Assemble the felt feet to the bottom of the base with adhesive.

Steps

Listen Larefully to the teacher's instructions on how to
the pails of your product together and attach the felt
base,

ten
the

2. Align the holes in the pre-punched pad lAith the holes in the clip.

Insert two inch long round head machine screws into the holes in
the clip and through the paper.

4. Insert the screws into holes into the base.

5. Holding the screw heads so that they do not fall out, turn the
base over so the ends of the screws are exposed.

6. Place a lock masher over each screw and start a wing nut
nut onto each screw; tighten them hand tight.

or hex

Place four felt pads obtained from your teacher on a small pieceof paper,

B 7
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Performance Objec we No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNING PAC AGE

AMERICAN INDLhTR1ES

MANUFACTURINQ
(x 4.168 - l(vel 2-D)

7.0
7.3

FASTENING

(Cont.)

(Do not write on this sheet)

Your teacher will show you how to ntx one drop of epoxy resin al d
one drop pf hardner on a small piece of aluminum foil using a tooth
pick to stir the two liquids together.

9. Place a very small quazitity of the nixed adhesive on each felt pad.

10. With the assembled note pad holder inverted, adhere the felt pads on
each corner of the base.

11. Listen carefully for further instructions from your teacher.
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your in ormation
Author

Edition date

LEARNING PACKAGE

AMERICAN INN.% FRIES

WANUFACTURING

(x 4.173 - level 2-F)

_

8 1 (Quality Con ol)
_

(Do not write on this sheet)

Match the terms below to the correct description:

A. Precision

B. Inspection

C. Quality Control

Very accura e or exact.

To set and keep standards for
materials and products.

Looking at or nrasuring naterials
and products to see if they meet
the standards.
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Performance Ohio .ivo No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

A H N I N

AMERICAN INDL-T

MANUFACTLFRING
(x 4.172 - level 1-B)
(x 4.171 - level 2-G1

8.0
8.2 QUALITY CONTROL

(Do not. write on Lhis sheet)

Evaluate your product and record the results using the five 5 tandards ofquality listed below:

1. euttnig

2, for ing

3. fastening

4. finishing

5. workmanship

A excellent quality

B good quality

C = average quality

poor quality

9 0

M- 2



Performance Objective NcL
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

L E N A C' K G E

AMER !NM 'TRIES

9,0

9.1

MANUFACTURING

(x 4.161 - level 2-G)
(x 4.167 - level 1-C)

MASS PRODUCTION

(Do not write on this shec

Underline e terms below which apply directly to mass production:

jig
activities
ferrous
flow chart
materials
magnetic
assembly line
product
Florida

91

raw materials
tooling
production
econony
quality control
football
interview
interview
in-process materials



Perfo mance Objective N0.
Intermediate Objective No,

f your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNING PACKAGE

RICAN L'flkAES

MANUFACTURING

(x 4,170 - level 2-C)
(x 4.163 - level 3-C)

9,0
MASS PRODUCTION9.2

(Do not write 0

List the steps required to produce the mass produced product and recordthe time required for each step,

Pr ,oduction Ste

9 2

TIME BE UIRED
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNING PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDVSTRIES

MANUFACTURING

(x 4.170 level 2Z)
(x 4.163 - level 3-C)

9.0

9.2 MASS PRODUCTION

(D&not write on this sheet)

List the steps for production of the product on the flow chart form provided.



Performance Objective No
Intermediate Objective No

Source of your information

Au thor

Edition date

I. E A (I I' ACK A C,

AMERI(AN INDUSTRIES

NANUFACTURING

(X 4.173 - level 2-F)

9.0
'MASS PRODUCTION9.5

(Do not write on this sheet)

Identify statements below appropriate to custom production and label with a Cand select statements appropriate to mass production and label with a P
G Products made usually by one or t o w,rkers.

P Products all look exactly alike.

C Sone of thee products may be slightly different.

C Products usually made in small quantities.

P Jigs and fixtures are usually used for manufacturing.

C An Indianapolis 500 race car is an example.

P A liDnda 750 bike is an example.
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Performance Object ve No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEA '1NG

, NIERICAN INDLSTRIES

MAN LTACTU RING

10.0

10.1

4.167 - level 1-C)

CCCUPATIONS

(Do not write on this sheet)

arcie advertisements tn the classified section of your local newspaper describingopportunities in manufacturing. Your teacher vtill provide you with a page fromthe classified section and a felt tip pen.

List at least five (5) of the employnent opportunities av ilable in your communitybelow.

3.



Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No,

Source _f your information

Author

Edi n date

1. A 1-i N 1 ; I A

1N1 SIR1ES

MANUFACTURING

lx 4.167 level 1-E)

10.0_.

_1.0.2 OCCUPATIONS

not wri-i-e on this sheet)

Select one specific occupation from the listings in your textbook ornewspaper, and researrh the training requirements, working conditions, and salaryor pay. Define these in wilting.

You may be able to get the required information from the guidance
department or media center at your school, or you may be able to interview
a relative or neighbor about then- job.
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AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

Graphic Communication

LO Introduction

2M Occupat ons

3.0 Printing

4.0 Rubber Stamp

5.0 Special Printing Process

6.0 Offset Press

7.0 Drawing



TERMINAL PERYORIVLNCE
OBJECTIVE NO 1,0

Graphic Communication)

Introduction

The learner via, lith 80%accuracy, %write the labDratory responsibilities expected of himandwiU orallydemonstrate his knowledge of the grading procedures used in this course of study.

NO. ITU ON

The learner will write and define
the responsibilities expected of him
in the General Graphics Communi-
cations Laboratory:

1.) Punctuity

2.) Citizenship

3.) Safety

4.) Behavior

5.) Good Housekeeping

The learner will orally recall the
following areas to be graded in
this course of study.:

1.) Projects

2.) Tests

3.) Written Work (other than
tests)

4.) Daily Performance

1.1.1

1.2.1

Write and define five (5) areas of responsibili
expected of you.

Orally state the four 4) areas to be consider
measuring your classroom performance.

G2



TERMINAL PERFORMANCE OBjECTIvE

LEARNING STEPS

Recall the five (5) aleas of responsi

bility expected of you in the gaphics

aiea,

11,2 Recall the definitions of the five (5)

areas of responsibility of the graphics

laboratory.

FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

1,0 INTERIM PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1,1

CRITERION PaFORMANCE

EVALUATION 4s-onse NO. METHOD/MIA SUECTION

L1.1

112

Write the five (5) areas of responsibility

expected of you in the gaphics area,

In writing, define the five (5) areas of

responsibility expected of you in the

graphics area,

Li .1

LL

Lecture

Demonstration

Lecture

Demonstration

REQ

lo



FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

TEMINAL PERIORMNCE OBJECTIVE LO INTERIM PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1.2=

LEARNING STEPS

Recall, orally, the four (4) areas to

be considered M measuring your

performance in the pphics area.

1.2.1

Feca 11 the definition of the four (4)
I 1.2.2

areas considered in determining

a grade.

CRITERION PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION (Response) NO. _ETHOD/HEDIA SELECTION

TIE
REQ

Orally define the four (4) areas to

be considered in measuring your

performance in the graphics areas.

Orally define the four (4) gading

factors.

1.2.1

1.2.2

Lecture

Demonstration

School Policy Handbook

Lectuze

Demonstration

School Policy Handbook

102



TERMINAL P ()MANCE

Graphic Communications

OBJECTIVE NO 2.0 Occupations

The learner will, with 75% proficiency, list (in writing ) and orally define twelve (12)
specialization available in the field of Graphic Conmunications.

NO.
INTERMEDIATE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES O.

2.1 The learner will demonstrate
his knovledge of occupational
opportunities within the field
of Graphic Communications
by listing the following areas
of ipecialization:

1.) Photographers

2.) Typesetter-Hand

3.) Proofreaders

4.) Make-Up

5.) Salesman

6.) Photo-Engravers

7.) Pressman

8.) Binders

9.) Compositor

10.) Strippers

11.) Platemakers

12.) Typesetter-Machine

2.1

CRITERION MEASURES

List, in writing, and orally define twelve (12) areas of
specialization in the field of Graphic Communications.



FTNCTIONAL PERFORMAKE ANALYSIS

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE In INTER114 PERFORI4INCE OBJECTIVE 9 1

110,_ LEARNia STEPS .

RITEION POODOCE

EVALUATION es se NO. 11E7 DPSI.A SELECTION

TEE

REC

al

1.2

Recall twelve (12) areas of specializ ,

tion in the field of Graphic Com-

munications,

Recall job descriptions of the

twelve (12) areas of specialation

listed in learning ctep 311,

211

2,1,2

Write twelve (12) was of occupational

opportunities available in Graphic Corr-

munications,

In writing, describe the job requirements

expected in each of the twelve (12)

areas of specialization given in11.0.

No, 3,1,

,

2.1.1

2,1,2

Media Center

Textbook

Lecture

Media Center

Textbook

LectuN

1 0 5



TERMINAL PERIORLBANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 3.0

COURSE AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

(Cont.)

_Printing

3.2

3.3

-ERMEDIATE
PERFOBIWNCE OBJECTIV rraioi

Identify a pilot press and its
major components.

1.) Platen

2.) Hand Lever

3.) Ink Disc

4.) Chase Clamp

Given a composing stick and
type of all capital letters, set
type.

Identify a chase.

3.2

106

.ally identify a pilot press and name its major components.

Set your name in capital letter type in a coirposing stick.

Orally identify a chase and observe the instructor lock
youx type M the chase.

G-7



(Cont.)

Operate a pilot press and conp e
a printing assignment and pad
the finished sheeta

Folloving Mstructors directions, print your name on the
pre-cut paper stock and pad the printed sheets.

G-8



FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE OASIS

DIAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 3 0

LEARNING STEPS

CRIT ION MEM
MUTATION Resionse

INTERIM PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

Recall a pilot press.

&tail major conp nts of

pilot prem.

Identify a composing stick and t- e;

312

.1.3

Name the press shown you by your

instructor.

- Orally identify the foul (4) major

components of a pilot press.

Orally identify a conposing stick.

3.1.1

11.2

3.1.3

MIA SELECTION

Lecture

Display

Pilot Press

Lecture

Conposing Stick

Demonstration

TINE

RE

1 09



TEINDIAI PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE J.O.

FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

INTEREM PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE =IL__

LEARNING STEPS N .

CRITERION RFORMANCE

EVALUATION Reponse NO. METHOD/MEDIA SELECTION

T DE

REQ

Identity a coniposüg stick and hand

set type,

3.2.1 Orally identify a compokng stick and

locate cepital letter type.

3.2.1 Conposing Stick

Capital Letter Type Tray

Lecture

Demonstration

Textbook

1.12 Recall proper holding position of

a composing stick and set type in

the stick,

3.2.2 Follotng proper procedure, set your

name in the composing stick with

capital letter type,

32 .2 Demonstration Type Tray

Conposing Stick

1 1

0.
,

.. ,.

,,,,..

...



T11fflAL PE1FORMANCE OBJECTIVE

NO LEARN IN EP

Identify a chase
5 5 .

FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

CRITERION PERFORMANCE

NO. EVALUATION Res- onse

Recall lock-up.

Orally name a chase and describe its

puzpose,"'"'."

Observe the instructor lock the type

in a chase.

4.4

112

INTERflI PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE _3,3

3,1

2

METHOD/MEDIA SELECTION

Chase

Demonstration

Demonstration

Chase

Furniture

1 L3



0A,

FUNCTIONAL PPRFORMANCE ANALYSIS

=NAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE ItaFRIM PRIORMANCE OBJECTIVE

NO, LEARNING STEPS NO,

CRITEIION PRFORMANCB

EVALUATION _(Refponse NO, METHOD/MEDIA SELECTION

TYE

RECI

I4.1 Recall printing process. 3.4.1 Demonstrate the correct method to

print a finished job.

3,4.1 Equipment

Demonstration

34.2 Demonstrate the pilot press printing

process.

14.2 Print the pre.cut paper stock issued you. 3.4.2 Equipnent

Demonstration

4.3 Recall paing . 3.4.3 Using padding compound, form the

printed sheet into a memo pad.

3.4.3 Pre.cut Sheets

Padding Conpound

Demonstration

I. t 5

,



PERFORMANCE
NO. 4.0

(Graphic Communication)

With 0% proficiency, the learner will demonstrate his ability to construct a rubber stamp.

4.2

4.3

4.4

INT
PER

TE
CE OBJECTIVES ON

Using pre-set type, lock this type
into a rubber stamp chase.

Make the atrix imession
for a rubber stamp.

Make the rubber impression
for a rubber stamp.

Adhere finished stamp to stamp
molding.

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

Following instructors dfrect on, lock your name type into
a rubber stamp oven chase.

UsMg the pre-cut matrix, form the rubber stamp impression
in the stamp oven as directed by the instnictor.

Iling the pre-cut stamp rubber, form the rubber impression.

Thin the finished rubber impression and adhere it to the
stamp molding.

G-13



r,

or,b77-7-,

FUNCTIONAL PIFORMANCE ANALYSIS

TEE4INAI PEIHRINCE OBJECTIVE INTERIM PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

CRITERION PERFORM/iNEE

jQ kEARNINGII'IPS NO EVALUATION (Response) _ NO METED/MEDIA SELECTION

1.1

4.1.2

.

4.2.1

2.2

Recall haild type.

Recall lock-up.

Recall matrix stamp impression],

Demonstate matrix stamp impres-

sion cooking.

4.1.1

4.1.2

4.2.1

4.2.2

Clem you name type and ready it for

making a stamp impression,

Following instructors dfrection and with

his sistance, lock your name type into s

rubber stamp chase.

Orally identify matrix and properly

prepare the matrix to the type for

printing.

Following instructors direction, place

type and mat& in the stamp oven and

make a matrix impression.

4.1.1

412

4.2.1

4.2.2

Demonstration

Demonstration

Equipnent

Materials

Demonstration

Materials

Equipnent

Demonstration

'rem
RE

i8



TWINE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 4 0

LEARNING STEPS

FLINCTIONAL PERFORMANCE MUSH

CRITERION PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION Resonse

INTERIM PERFORMAIICE OBJECTIVE 4,3

4.3.2

Recall nibber stamp impression

Demonstrate rubber stamp impres-

sion cooking.

Recall finishing steps in mail

a rubber stamp.

Demonsfrate the fmishing process

of rubber stamp making.

4.3.1

4,3.2

4.4,1

4.4.2

Identify orally, rubber stamp materi

and partuig conpound,

Folloring instructors direction, apply

parting compound and place the matix

and rubber into the oven and make the

rubber impression,

Identify cooked stamp impression,

molding and glue.

Trtm the stamp hpression and adhere

the finished impression to pre-cut

molding,

4.3.1

4.3,2

4.4.1

4, 4,2

METED/MLA SELECTION

Materials

Demonstration

Materials

Demonsization

Materials

Demonsization

Materials

Equipment

Demonstration

TDE

REQ

120



TERMLNAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 5.

CC*IRSE_aaitEaLcxsuzaaus.Tsms___
Graphic Conmunication

Special Prting Process

With 80% proficiency, the learner will demonstrate his ability to print a finished product, using the
silk screen method.

NO.

5.1

-5.2

5.4

TE4EIATE
P 0 CE OBJECTIVES

Identify the tools and equipment
displayed that are used in the
silk screen process.

1.) Silk Screen Frame

2.) Stencil Material

3.) Stencil Knife

4.) Tempra Paint

5.) Squeegee

From an assigned or selected desi
cut a stencil for a silk screen print.

Place the stencil under the silk.

Print a silk screen finished product

5.T_

5.2

5.3

5.4

12

CRITEILION S

Orally identify the tools and equipnFnt displayed.

Trace the design to the s ncil paper and cut a stencil
for silk screening.

Folloving inst LtfOflS, place the stencil to be printed under
the silk frame.

Following instnictions, apply the tempra ink to the silk
frame and p1J1r. the design on pre-cut paper stock.

G-16



FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

MIK PENORMANCE OBJECTIVE INTERIM PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE :51

NO. LEARNING STEPS NO.

CRITERION PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION_ (Response) NO, METROD/MDIA SELECTION

TIKE

REQ

5.1.1 Identify tools and equipment. 5.1.1 Orally identify the tools and equipnvnt

displayed.

5.11 Demonstration

Tools

Equipnent

5.1;2 Define use of silk screen tools and

equipment,

5,1.2 State the practical use of the tools and

equipment named in 511.

5.1.2 Demonstration

Tools

Equipment

&al Identify tools and equipment, 5.2,1

,

Orally identify the tools and equipnnt

displayed.

5.21 Tools

Equipment

Textbook

Demonstration

5,2,2 Identify the use of tools and equip

ment.

5,2.2 Orally state the use of the tools and

equipuent displayed.

5. .2 Tools

Equiprrent

Demonstration

5.2.3 Demonstrate stencil cutting 5.2.3 Trace the design and eut the stencil, 5.2.3 Demonstation

123

1161ii.' -......__=__.,==._,_--,--a.,. ..=_-...,. --_..._. _=,_ r-- .6177210712,{Edf. .fr..:,,.FFIF



TERMINAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 5.0

NO.

5.3.1

=5; 2

5.4.1

54,2

)41

_IPEIHTO

RecO stencil applying method,

Demonstrate stencil attaching.

Recall silk screen printing process.

Print by silk screen process.

NO.

5.3,1

5.12

5.4.1

5.4.2

FUNCTIONAL PERFORM/INCE MUSH

CRITERION PEFORMANCE

EVALUATION esponse

(king ithte th6 method of applying

a stencil to a silk screen.

Attach the stencil to the silk.

Demonstrath and orally describe how

a silk print is made.

Apply the ink to the frame and conple

a silk screen print.

INTERIM PERFORMANCE ORJECTI E 5.3

5 I

5.4,1

5.4.2

METHOD/MEDIA SELECTION

Demonstrvi-n

Equipment

Materials.

Demonstation

Textbook

Equipnent

Miterials

Demonstration

Textbook

TUE

REQ

125



TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 6.0

E AMERICAN INDUSTR

The learner vrill, with 75% proficiency
using an offset press.

ES

(Graphic Curffnunication)

Offset Press

demonstrate his ability to produce a finished printing operation

6.1

TE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Orally identify an offset press
and define the priricipal by
which it works.

6.2 Orally identify the major com
ponents of an offset press.

6.3 The learner mill pi
inage offset naster

e a direct

6.4 In the presence of the instructor
set up,test,and copy a dfrect
image master.

6.1

6.2

63

6.4

126

CRITE2ION MEASURES

Orally identify an offset press and state the principle of it
operation as a process using a rubber blanket, a plate stencil
and ink and water.

Shown an offset press, you will orally identify its major
components.

Prepare a paper master as instructed or use an instructor
prepared mas . (a memo pad is a suggested product)

Orally describe the operations necessary for setting, testing
and running copies and run copies from the pre-cut stock.

G-19



FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE INTERM PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

LEARNING STEPS NO.

6.1.1

1.1.2

6.2.1

6.2.2

6.3.1

2

6.4

6.4

427

Identify an offset press.

Recall offset principle.

ecall conponents.

Identify canponents.

Recall master copy impression tools.

Identil'y Tools.

Recall offset printing procedure.

Run copies.

611

6.1.2

6.2.1

6.2.2

6 1

6 2

6.4.1

6.4.2

CRITERION PERFONRCE

EVALUATION (Response) NO.

TIME

METEONMIDIA SELECTION RE

Orally identify the offset press.

Orally describe offset printing principles.

Study the diagram of the offset press.

name the press/major couponeots.

Observe the basic tools displayed.

LI ly name the tools displayed.

Orally state the procedures necessary

to run offset copies.

As the instructor prepazes the press, run

copies as dfrected.

6.1.1

6.1.2

6.2.1

6.2.2

6.3.1

6.3.2

6.4.1

6.4.2

Offset Press

Instruction

Textbook

Lectin

Handout

Lecture

Textbook

Offset Press

Lecture

Equipment

Tools

Lecture

Tools

Equipment

Offset Press

Demonstration

Stock

Offset Press

Demonstration
128



TERMINAL PERYORMkNCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 7

E

Drawing

The learner wifl be introduced to the basic principles of drawing and will demonstrate his ability to
draw objects relating to Industrial Products: He will do this with 75% proficiency.

7.1

7.2

7.3

INTERIM)LATE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Identify basic drawing equipmen
and state a use for each.

1.) scale- -easure

2.) T-square-straight
horizontal lines

3.) board-drawing surface

4.) Triangles-perpendicular
lines and angles

Draw the following horizontal
lines using pencil, T-square,
board and scale.

1.) 1 inch long

2.) Ph inches long

3.) 23/4 inches long

4.) 5 inches long

Draw perpendicular lines using
boud, scale, T-square,
30/60 triangle and pencil.

7.1

7.2

7.3

129

TE ON

Orally identify the basic drawing equipment displayed and
state a use for each.

Draw and measure the horizontal lines given by your
instructor.

Dra -he lines given in I.P.O. 7.2 at a 30 angle.

G-21



TERMINAL PERYORMAYCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 7.0

NO.

7.4

7.5

7.6

___T

P ORMANCE OBJECTIVES

(Graphic Corimunication

Cont.)

NO.

Draw a 4 inch cube isometrically
on a 30 axis.

Draw a 4 inch cube ortho&raphi-
cally showing all sides.

Demonstrate pattern drawing by
cutting out the cube drawn in
I.P.O. 7.5 and fold and fit it
together.

7.4

7.5

7.6

Drawing

CRITERION maims

Using the basic drqwing instruments given, draw a cube
isometrically.

Using basic drawing instrunants, draw a 4 inch cube showing
top, bottom frontr t side, back and left side.

Using sissors and tape, cut the pattern of the cube and fi
it. together.

130
G-22



MUYA1 ?MANCE ORMIVE jo

FUNCTIONAL ITSORMANCE ANALYSIS

InER111 PERFORNANCE OBJETIVE 71.7 2_

LEARNING STEPS
CRITIIION POFORNME

EIMATION esponse) NO4 1110101BIA SELEUION

T

REQ

711 Roll &nig instilment identi-

faction.

711 Orally identify the drawing installment

displayed.

7.1.1 Lecture

Textbook

Display

712 Recall &awing sfruff ent use. 712 Orally state a use for each iristrument

isplayed

712 Lecture

Dijplay

712 reinciples. 7.11 Orally name the instrunents needed

to measure and drawstrkght lines.

7.2.1 Lecture

Textbook

Instruments

712 IiizcntailineL 7.12 Draw the horizontal lines to lengths

stated by your instructor.

7.2.2 Lectuae

Inshments

132



FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE 'NALYSIS

TERMINAL PERYORMANCE OBJECTIVE 7.0 IKERD4 PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE _71

NO, LEARNING STEPS N

CRITERION PERFORMANCE

VALUATION (Response) NO, MEIJI) lialA SELECTION

T LifE

REQ

7.3.1

7.3.1

Recall drawing instilment identifi-

cation,

Recall drawing principles,

7.31

7.3,2

Orally identify drawing instruments

Draw the perpendicular lines to length

as stated by you instructor.

73,1

7.3,2

Instruments

Lecture

Demonstration

741 Recall the principles of isoneric

drawing.

7,41 Orally identify the instruments needed

to draw isomixically,

7.4.1 Instruments

Textbook

Lecture

7.4.2 Draw isonerically.

..

7,4.2 FollowMg instruction draw 4 inch

cube isometrically,

7.4,2 DemonsIzation

134

,.



TOMIRA1 iE2FORKINCE OBJECTIVE

FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE MUSTS

INTERDI PEHORKANCE OBJECTIVE

MO

CRITERION PLUORMANCE

JAIUATIQN ff4lips_w_l NO. MErRODPOLA SELECTION

TEE

REQ
NO LEARNING STEPS

7,5.1 Recall the principles of orthographic 7.5.1 Orally identify the instruments needed 7.5,1 Display

drawing to draw orthographically. Demonstration

7,5.2 Draw orthographically. 7,5.2 Folloing instuctions thaw a 4 inch

cube orthographically.

7 2 Instruments

Demonstzation

76.1 Recall pattern drawing 7 Orally state howa pa tern for a cube

can be drawn.

7.6.1 Demonstration

7,6.2 Draw patterns. 7.6.2 Draw a pattern for a 4 inch cube. 7.6.2 Demonstration
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNING PACKAGE

A ERICAN INDUSTRIES

GRAPIIC COMMUNICATION
(X-4.172-level 1-b)

10
1.1-1.2

(Do not write on this sheet)

Write the five n 'bilities expected of you in the graphic laboratory and define each.

137

G-26



n e Objective No.
Objective No,

ce of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNI G PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

GRAPHIC COMM ICATION
(X-4167 level 1-e)

(Do not write on this sheet)

In writing. iit twelve 12 ion in the Graphic Connunication Field and define each.

138
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LEARNING PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

_
GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION

(X-4.164-level 2-c)

3.0ance Objective N o .

late Objective No.

e of your information

Author

Edition date

(Do not write on this sheet)

y identify a pilot press for youx instructor and name its four (4) major conponents.

139
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ce Objective No..-
te Objective No .

your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNING PACKAGE

A_ ERICAN INDUSTRI S

3.2

JLHLQDMMUNICATION N
(X-4.168- evel 2-a

(Do not write on this sheet)

Set your name Ui capital letters in the composing stick and space the lettering with instructors -ce.

140
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEAR.

3.3

PACKAGE

A ERICAN INDUSTRIES

GRAPFIC COMMUNICATION
(X-4.168-level 2-c)

(Do not write on this sheet)

With instructors directions and assisiance. lock your type in a pilot p ess chase.

141
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

mice of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNING PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

(X-4.169-level 2-c1)

(Do not write on this sheet)

Folloving dkections, print your name on the pre-cut paper stock.'

142
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

_

LEARNING PACKAGE

AMERICAN iNDUSTRIES

GRAPHIC COM UNICATION
(X-4.160.1eve1 3-C)

(Do not write on this sheet)

With your instructors tance, lock your name type into a rubber stEarip chase.

143
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source your information

Author

Edition date

LEA RN _I PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDUSTRIE§

_ ____QRAEHICSIMMATION
(X-4.168-level 2-A)

4,0

(Do not write on this sheet)
Follow instructors direction and place the chase into the oven and make a stamp impression.

144
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ance Objective No.
ediate Objective No.

urce of your information

Author

Edition date

ARNING PACKAGE

A ERICAN INDUSTRIES

4,3

GRAEHICSaMMUNICATION
(X-4.168-level 2-A)

(Do not vrite on this sheet)

Make a rubber stamp impression from the matrix folloving instruction.

145 G-34



Perf?rniance Objective No.
ntehnediate Objective No.

your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNING PACKAGE

AMER CAN INDUSTRIES

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION
X-4.168-level 2-A)

4.0
4.4

(Do not _ite on this sheet)

ue the finish rubber press n to the molding.

146 G-35



Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNING PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

5.1

COMMDN AMON_
(X-4.161-level 1-C

(Do not write on this sheet)

Orally identify the tools and equipnent dieplayed.

147 0-36



LEARNING PACKAGE

AMER NDUSTRIES

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION

(X-4.161-level 1-C)

Performance Objective.No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Sou -e of your information

Author

Edition date

(Do not write on this sheet)

Trace the desian to be silk screened and cut the stencil.

148



Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNING PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

_ GRAPIUGCOMMILINICAUDN__
(X-4.161-level 1--C)

Attach the stencil to the silk frame.

(Do not write on this sheet)

149
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No,

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARN PACKAGE

AMERICAN 1NDLSTRJES

_GRAPIliC COMMUNICATION
(X-4.163-level 3.C)

54

(Do not write on this shee

Print the design on pre-cut paper stock.

150
G-39



Performance Objective No
intermediate Objective No-

Source of your information
Author

Edition date

LEA RNINfl I CKAGE

ANIERICAN INDUSTRIES

(X-4.160-lev -C

(Do not write on this sheet)

Identify the offset press in your laboratory and name its major components.

151

040



LEARNING PACIAGE

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

_ SF_RAWL_CCOAMUNICAMO_N
(X-4.1614evel 1-C)

6.0Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

(Do not vrrite on this sheet)

Prepare a paper master as directed by the instructor.

152



Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEA ING PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDL TRIES

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION

(X-4.1614evel 2-0)

6.11_ _

(Do not vrite on this sheet)

Run copies on an offset press in the pre --rice o the Ms

153
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

.RNIN5 PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

Do not write on this sheet)

Orally iden ify the drawing instruments displayed.

154
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

EdItion date

LEARNING PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

7.2

(Do not write on this sheet)

Using the proper instniments, draw the horizontal line assigred by your instructor.

155
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No,

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNING PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

GRAMM COMMUNICATION

7.0

(Do not write on this sheet
Using the proper instru nts, draw the perpendicular lines assiped by your instruc

156 G-45



Performance Objective No.
Int.ermediate Objective No.

Source of you n orrnation

Author

Edition date

LEARNING PA

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

7.0
7.4

(Do not write on this sheet)

Draw a 4 inch cube isorretrically.

157 0-46



Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNING PACKAGE

AN RICAN INDUSTRIES

c_COMIVILI_NICATION

7.0
7.5

(Do not write on this sheet)

Draw a 4 inch cube orthoaphica11y.

158 G-47



Performance Objective No,
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNING PACKAGE

AN1ERICAN INDUSTRIES

(Do not write on this sheet)

Cut out he pattern for a cube drawn in 7.5_

159



AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

Power

1.0 Occupations

2.0 Electricity

3.0 Conbustion Engines

4.0 Simple Machines

160 P-1



SUGGESTED MOVIES

Ignition and Spark Plugs Chanpion

Principle of Electricity GE

Story of the Modern Storage Battery Bureau of Mnes-USDI

Steam For Pover

The Diesel Story

ABC's of Internal Corrbustion

ABC's of Jet Engine

ABC's of Diesel Engines

Inoduction to the Heat Engine Shell

Steam Power Babcock and Wilcox

Our Mr. Sun Bell

Babcock and Wilcox

Shell

GM

GM

19

20 min

27

41 minutes

19 minutes

13 minu tes

17 minutes

20 minu tes

22 minutes

41 minutes

60 minutes

P-2



TERMINAL PLIIFORMANCE
ORJECTIVE NO . 1.0

(Power)

Occupat' ns

The letvrner will, with 75% proficiency, orally identify five 5 occupational areas and will describe
in writing one specific occupation in the power industries.

NO.

1.1

1.2

INTERMEDIATE
PERFORMANCE OBJECT

The learner will orally identify
five occupational areas in the
power industries.

1.) Construction Elec c an

2.) Engine Mechanics

3.) Appliance Repairman

4.) Conmunication Electrician

EnOneering

The learner will describe in
writing one specific occupation
in the power industries.

1.1

1.2

IT ON MEASURES

Identify five .cupational aseas in the power industries.

Describe in writing one specific occupation giving entrance
requirements, training needed, working conditions, and
and salaries expected.

1132
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t

TEINAL PEYORMANCE, OBJECTIVE io

YUCTIONAL PERYORMANCE ANALYSIS

INTERTh PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE ii 1 2

LEARNING STEPS NO.

CRITERION PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION (Response) NO.

TYE

METHOD/MEDIA SELECTION REQ

1.1.1

L2.1

The learner will recall five occupation

alarms in the power industries.

The e erA orally identiiy five

octnalareas m the poser

industies.

The learner vill recognize one

specific occupation Oen in the

power industries.

The learner will relate one specific

occupation given in the poser

industries.

1,) entrance requkements

2.) traimilig needed

3,) working conditions

4.) salaries

11.1

1,1,2

1.2,1

Study five occupational areas in the

poser indus

Identify orally five occupational areas

in the poser industries.

The learner will select one specific

occupation in the poser industries,

12.2 The learner will describe in sliting

one specific occupation in the power

industries.

1.1.1

112

1.2.1

1.2.2

Newspaper

Guidame Office

Library

Textbook

Lecture

Textbook

Lecture

Newspapers,

Guidance Office

Library

Personal Interview

Textbook

Lecture

164



TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 2_0 Electricit

E ANIULCAN INDU 5T
(Power)

The learner will, with 75% proficiency, identify in writing the six (6) basic sources of electricity and give
an example in writing of how each source is used in industry today.

INTERMEDIATE
NO. PlfftFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

2.1

-2.2

41.
The learner will identify in
writing the six sources of
electricity.

1.) Heat

2.) Light

3.) Magnetism

4.) Che _ical

5.) Pressure

6.) Friction

NO.__

The learner will write a short
explanation of how each of the
six sources of electricity is used
in industry today.

2.1

2.2

CRITEZION MEASURES

Identify in writing the six basic sources of electricity.

Write a short explanation of howeach of the six sources
of electricity is used in industry.

165
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TEMINAL PERIORMCE OBJECTIVE _20

FUNCTIONAL PERYORMANCE ANALYSIS

INTERIM PERIORMANCE OBJECTIVE _____2.172,2

No. LEARNING STEPS NO.

CRITERION PEREOPMICE

VILUATION (Response) MO. MEND/MLA SE 'CTION

TflE

RE

211 The learner '.vi recall the six basic 211 Study the six basic sources of electricity 211 Textbook

sources of electricity. Lecture ,

2,1.2 The leaner CI list the six basic

solaces of electricity.

2.1.2 Write a li5t of the six basic sources of

electricity.

2.1.2 Library

Films

2121 The learner stifi recall howeach of

the six sources of elecUicity is

used in Mdustly today.

2.21 Write how each of the six sources of

electricity is used in industry today.

2.2.1 Lecture

Library

2.2,2 The learner will relate howeach of

the six sources of electricity is used

in indusizy today.

2.2.2 Write howeach of the six sources of

electricity is used in industry today.

2.2.2 Lecture

Library

,.-

1

,

,
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EEli.M.FAIECA1121.taLinia_
PolAer)

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 3.0 GustiQnnajne

The learner will, with 75% proficiency, identify in writing two types of external,conbustion engines, six
types of internal combustion engines, and the four basic engine systems.

TATE
NO. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

3.2

NO.

The learner will identify in writ-
ing two types of external com-
bustion engines.

The learner will identify in writ-
ing six types of internal com
bustion engines.

The learner will identify in writ-
ing the four basic engine systems.

3.2

cRITERION I4XASURES

Name two types of external combustion engines.

I.) Steam engine

2.) Steam turbine

Name sh types of internal conbustion engines.

I) 4-cycie

2.) 2-cycle

3.) Jet

4.) Rotary

5.) Rocket

6 ) Gas turbine

Na_e the four ha

.) Fuel

2.) Lubrication

Ignition

4.) Cooling

108

engine systems
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FUNCTIORAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

TWINE PERFORKANCE OBJECTIVE 3.0

CRITRION PERFORMANCE

.1.

.1.2

LEARNING STEPS NO.

The learner ll recall tw3 types of

external combustion engines.

The learner wE, list two types of

external combustion engines.

3.1.1

aL2

EVALUATION iteskonse)

INTfl P ORANCE OBJECTIVE 31_

NO. METHOD/MEDIA SELECTION

Recall orally two types of external

combustion engines.

1.) Steam engine

2.) Steam turbine

Identify in wfiting two types of extern .

al conbustion engines.

3 1 1

1 2

Textbook

Lecture

Movies

Textbook

Lecture

Movies

170



.2.1

.2.2

171

FUNCTIONAL PERFORKANCE ANALYSIS

MINA PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE IKERD4 HERMANCE OBJECTIVE A2

LEABING STE'S NO

RITERION PERFORMANCE

VALUATION (Res ons N IETRODNEDIA SELECTION

The learner will recall six types of

internal combustion engines.

The learner will list sx types of

internal conbustion enOnes.

3.2.1

322

Recall orally ix types of internal co

bustion engines.

1.) 4-cycle

2.) 2cycle

3.) Jet

4.) Rotary

5.) Rocket

6.) Turbine

Identify in writing six types of intern

al combustion engines.

1.) 4cycle

2.) 2cycle

3.) Jet

4.) Rotary

5.) Rocket

6.) Turbine

3.2.1

3.2.2

Textbook

Lecture

Movies

Textbook

Lecture

Movies



TOMINAL PIRIORMANCE OBJECTTVE 3.0

FUNCTIONAL PE1POREANCE MALYSIS

LEADING STEPS

The learner will recall the four

basic eneme systems.

The learner will identify the four

basic engine systems.

CRITERION PERIORMANCE

INTERN PM:0[1411110E OBJECTIVE 3.3

NfL_K/AATION iResponse) NO. METHOD/MIA SELECTION

3.3.1

3.3.2

Recall orally the four basic engine

systems,

1.) Fuel

2,) Lubrication

3.) Ignition

4.1 Cooling

Identify in writing the four basic engine

systems.

1.) Fuel

2.) Lubrication

3,) Ignition

4.) Cooling

3,3,1

3.3.2

Lecture

Textbook

Lecture

Textbook

174



TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 4.0

COME AMERICAN
(Pover)

Simple Machines

The learner will, with 75% proficiency, identify in writing the sLx simple machines and give an example
of how each is used in the laboratory.

INT
PERPORM.ANC

TE
0 IV

41 The leaxner given pictorial draw-
ingnd a list of the following
simple machines will, in writing,
match the 'two.

1.) Lever

2.) Screw

3.) Wedge

4.) Incline P

5.) Pulley

6.) Wheel

4.2 The learner will list at least one
example of how each simple
machine is used on equipment
and/or tools in the laboratory.

4.1

4.2

On the instruction sheet given you by the instructor, match
in writing, the simple machines pictured with those listed.

List at least one example of how each of the six simple machines
is used on equipnent and/or tools in the laboratory.

175 P-11



FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE ANAIYSIS

TEIMINAL PERIORMANCE OBJECTIVE 4.0 INTEREM PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE .L.12._

N- LEARNrNG STEPS NO.

4.1.1

4.1.2

4.2.1

4.2,2

CRITERION PERFORMANCE

EVA1UATION (Respons)

Orally recall the six simple machines,

Match the simple machines pictured

with those listed,

Identify the picture of each of the

six simple machines.

List at least one example of howeach

of thesix simple machines is on the

equipnent andlor tools in the laboratory

N ,

4,1,1

11,2

4.2.

422

,

lTHOD/EIBIA SELECTION

Lecture

Handout

Lecture

Lectu e

Lecture

,

Tai
REQ

177

11,1

11.2

4.2.1

12,2

i

1

po

1:1

14

The learner will recall the six simple

machines.

The learner will match in writing

the simple machMes pictured with

those listed,

The learner will recall the picture

of each simple machine .

The learner wM list at least one

example of how each simple

maclline is used on equipment

andlor tools in the laboratory,



Performance Objec lve No,
Intermediate Objective No, _

LEARN

POWER__
(X-4.1674evel 1-E

1 0

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

TRIES

(Do not write on this sheet)

Fromthe newspaper classified ads and occupational infor ation obtained from he Guidance office, idenfive general occupational areas in the power industries.

178
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Performance Objective No,
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Editi n date

LEARNING PACK

A\l ER lC;\N INDLSTRIES

1.0

_J2 _

POWER
(X-4.167-1evel 1- Occupations

(Do not write on this she

Using occupational information found in the library and guidance, describe in writing one specificoccupation in the power industries. Include in this description the entrance requirements, trainingneeded, work conditions, and salaries expected for the occupation selected.

179
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

L RNING PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

POWER
(X-4.1684evel 2.A)

2 0
2.1

(Do not write on this sheet)

Using a milliameter_a solar cell and an external light source, you can demonstrate that light cm produceelectricity_ Connect the solar cell to the milliameter as shown in the drawing. Place your hand over thesolar cell_ What is the reading on the milliameter? What is the reading on the milliameter when the solarcell is exposed to room light? What is the reading on the milliameter when the solar cell is exposed to anexternal light source? Explain howthis process could be used in industry today.

180 P-15



Performance Objective NO_
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNING E

AMERICAN IN USTRIES

-FINER
(X-4.1734evel 2-F)

(Do not write on this sheet)

The mechanical distortion of a crystal will create a small electrical current. This phenomenon is knov.nas the Piezoelectric effect. You may use a cartridge from an old record player and a milliarneter to showthis phenonenon. Hook the leads fromthe cartridge to the milliameter. Gently move the needle on thecartridge back and forth while observing the meter. Does the meter move? Which direction? Give anexample of where the Piezoelectric effect is used in industry

181
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNING PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

KANTER
(X4.172-level 1-B)

(Do not write on this sheet)

Electricity that is produced by friction is knom as static electricity. To see the effect of static electricity,you will need a glass jar, a cork, a coat hanger, aluminum foil, a rubber rod and a wool cloth. Make asimple electroscope as show' in the drawing below. Rub the rubber rod with the wool cloth. Bring the rodclose to (but do not touch) the electroscope. What happened to the leaves? What can you deduce fromthis? Name several processes using static electricity in industry today.

182
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No,

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LE:\RNIN( PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

POWER

(X-4.169-level 2--D)

2.0

(Do not write nn his sheet)

By using a nilliarneter, a coil of wire, and a magnet you can produce a flow of electricity. Hook bothends of the coil to the millimeter as shown in the drawing. Place the magnet in the hole of the coil,and rapidly move the magnet back and forth. Does the milliameter move? Explain the action of the meter.Give an example of howthe resulting electricity is used in industry and hone.

183 P-18



Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNING PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

POWER
X-4.160-level 3-C)

_-.0

2.1-2.2

(Do not write on this sheet)

Using a milliarneter, iron and constantan wire make a thermocouple by twisting one end of each wiretogether. Hook the other ends of the wires to the milliameter. Heat the twisted ends of the wires.Watch the milliameter. What happens? Where can this concept be used in industry?

P-19



LEAR ING PACKAGE

ERICAN I D STRIES

POWER
(X-4.170-level

Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No. 2-1--

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

(Do not ite on this sheet)

By using a millimeter, a copper and an aluminum plate, and a paper tovcel that has been soaked in a saltsolution, you can make a simple cell. Connect a lead from the copper plate to the positive pole on themilliameter and a lead from the aluminum plate to thenegative pole on the milliameters. Place the papertomel which was soaked in a salt solution between the aluminum and copper plates. Look at the neter.Is your cell producing electricity? Press clovIn on the plates while watching the meter. Explain whathappens. Give an example of chemical production of electricity in today's industry.

P-20



Performance Objective No,
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNING PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

PONER
X-4,I61-leve 1.C)

(Do not write on this sheet)

Place inch of water in the bottom of the canand turn the top on tight. Make sure
the tubes are clear of all dirt before heating. If they are clogged they may explode. Hang the engine onthe supporting wire. Heat the can until the engine turns steadily. Do not heat the can after the steamstops. Let can cool 10 to 15 minuteE.before handling.

1 6



LEARNING PAC: GE

AMERICAN INDI

_POWEA, _

(X-4_170-level 2-C)

Pc:formance Objective No.
Intermediate Object'v No. =JL2

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

'RIES

(Do not 1. -_te on this sheet)

Disassemble a small engine. Identify the engine as to whether it is a 2 or 4-cycle engine and identify orally the
following major conponents of the engine:

1.) Cylinder

2.) Cylinder 1tad

3.) Piston

4.) Piston Rings

.) Piston Pin

6.) Connecting Rod

7.) Crankshaft

8.) Crankcase

9.) Valves

14) Camshaft

Reasse ble the engine.

187
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

LEARNING PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

POWER
X-4.169-leve1 2-D)

(Do not write on this sheet)

Using a cut-away engine, identify the individual parts and group them into the four basic engine systems.(Example: The spaxk plug is in the ignition system)

i 8
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Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No.

Source of your information

Author

Edition date

1.) Wheel and Axle

2.) Lever

3.) Screw

4.) Pulley

5.) Wedge

6.) Incline Plane

LEARNING PACKAGE

AMERICAN INDCSFRIES

4.0
4.1

POWER
(X-4.169-level 2-D)

(Do not write on this sheet)

Match the following.

A.

B.

c.

13.

E.

F.

1).=1-rizawir,

189 P-24



Performance Objective No.
Intermediate Objective No,

Source of vkmr informmion

Author

Edition date

L E N 1 N t; 1' A t; E

AN11-..R WAN INDLSTRIE...;

(X-4.1694eve1-2D)

1.0

4.9

1D0 not wri(e on this sheet)
List at least one exa ple of how each of the six simple machines is used on the equipment and/or toolsin the laboratory.

190
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